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Syedna Qutbuddin’s life was a manifestation of this doa. For nearly 53 years he served
Dawat according to the tasawwur given by
Syedna Taher Saifuddin and according to the
advice of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin, till
the end of his life (zindagi na tamaam lag).
The audio of Syedna Burhanuddin’s
memorable and meaningful prayer for himself and for Syedna Qutbuddin is presented on
Fatemidawat.com.

On the occasion of the 53rd anniversary
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s appointment, we remember and reflect upon the unparalleled khidmat of Syedna Qutbuddin with ikhlaas and
sincerity to the very end of his life. May Allah
Ta’ala grant us the inspiration and strength to
follow his example and serve Dawat and Dai
till the end of our lives. May Allah Ta’ala give
longest life in full health to Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.

17th Shabaan 1385H – Syedna Burhanuddin RA Bayan Audio Excerpt

The Appointment of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA (From Sijill 68)
50 years ago on the 17th of Shabaan 1385H (10 December
1965), Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA took the first Misaaq
as Dai-l-Mutlaq in Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. In the bayaan before the
Misaaq, Syedna Burhanuddin appointed his brother, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, as his Mazoon. Earlier Syedna Burhanuddin appointed Syedna Qutbuddin as his Mansoos in private and gave him
the ruby ring that Syedna Taher Saifuddin had given him when he
appointed him….
…We are pleased to present (once again) the audio of Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA publicly appointing Syedna Qutbuddin TUS as his Mazoon, and indicating to men of learning that he
was also his Mansoos, on 17th of Shabaan 1385. This three minute
audio excerpt from Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA bayaan
on 17 Shabaan 1385H (December 1965) appears to have been
edited before it has been entered into evidence by Shehzada Mufaddal bhaisaheb Saifuddin. The photo slideshow has been created
by FatemiDawat.com. Presented below is a translated transcript of
the bayaan excerpt.

Quran Majeed Video

Shehzada Dr Husain Bhaisaheb
Tajweed Recitation of the beginning of
Surat al-Fath
On the 27th of Rajab 1437H in the Mab’as Majlis, the Majlis
in which Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS took the first Misaq of
Mumineen, Shehzada Dr. Husain bhaisaheb recited in captivating
tajweed the beginning of Surat al-Fath.
He aptly ended the
recitation with this ayat:
“Verily those who plight
their fealty to thee do no
less than plight their fealty
to Allah: the Hand of Allah is over their hands: then
anyone who violates his
oath, does so to the harm
of his own soul, and anyone
who fulfils what he has covenanted with Allah,- Allah
will soon grant him a great
Reward. (Surat al-Fath: 10 – innallazina yubay’unaka innama
yubayi’una-Allah…).”
A video of the recitation is presented on FatemiDawat.com.

Click here to view the video and to read the English translation of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s waaz excerpt. Click here
to read the Sijill Article 18 by Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb, What Did
Syedna Burhanuddin Want? 17 Shabaan 1385H.

Media Coverage of Syedna TUS Statement
on Khafz (Khatna - CHR)

Khafz should only be done after girl
reaches legal adulthood
A number of prominent newspapers reported
on Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s TUS statement on the
Khafz. The following is a
selection of articles that appeared in English and Gujarati newspapers including
the Times of India, Mid-Day,
the Free Press Journal and
others.
This is the summary of
Syedna’s statement published two weeks ago on FatemiDawat.
com:
In keeping with the precedents set by previous Dais, to
maintain the sanctity of the faith and also address issues relating
to social practice and the law of the land, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin Saheb says that khafz (khatna - medically known as Clitoral
Hood Reduction [CHR]) of girls should only be allowed after they
attain legal adulthood, after which they are free to make their
individual decision whether to do the medically, legally and religiously sanctioned procedures.
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Announcement & Amal Details

Shabbaraat - Thumm Washeq
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin
TUS will lead Maghrib Isha and
Thum Washeq Namaaz on 15mi
raat of Shabaan (Friday evening,
20th May) in Bakersfield, California.
In Mumbai, Shehzada Dr.
Abdeali bhaisaheb will lead
Maghrib Isha and Thum Washeq Namaaz on 15mi raat of Shabaan
(Friday evening, 20th May) at Darus Sakina, Thane. Mumineen are
invited for Salawaat Jaman after namaaz.

Mumineen who cannot attend are urged to follow these amal
details:
• Pray Maghrib, Isha namaz (also sunnat and nafelat)
• Pray 14 rakaat Washeq (niyyat posted on FatemiDawat.com)
• In each rakaat pray Surat al-Hamd 14 times, Surat Qulhuwaallahu Ahad 14 times, Surat Qul-a’uzu birabbil falaq 14
times, Surat Qul a’uzu bi rabbin-naas 14 times, and pray
Ayatul-Kursi once.
• Pray Shabbarat Doa (translation and PDF posted on FatemiDawat.com)
• Pray Sajadawajhi doa (PDF posted on FatemiDawat.com)
• Listen to wasila mubaraka by Maulana Qutbuddin RA from
1406H in which he lead namaaz on this auspicious night in
Masjid-e-Kufa, Najaf-e-Ashraf, Iraq (audio posted on FatemiDawat.com)

Shabbaraat

Doa translation (From Sijill 17)

Thumm Washeq: To stand firm as a
pillar (thumm) in our commitment to
this Dawat (From Sijill 17)

This is a translation of the doa that is prayed after the 15mi
raat washeq (translation by Shzd Dr Bazat Tahera baisaheba):

It is indeed an effort and a task
to pray the 15th raat washeq. To stand
straight and focus on ‘ibaadat for so
long. The washeq is a manifestation of
the effort required to stand firm in the
walaayat and taa’at of Awliyaa’ullah
and their Hudood. Distractions in this
world are many; but what is most important is that we face the Masjid-eHaraam, the Ka’ba with our bodies
and the Imam with our soul – and
stand firm in our commitment and belief of the Imam’s Dai. He is
our path to the Imam. He is our path to salvation.
It is also worth noting, at a time when Syedna Qutbuddin’s
enemies are attacking the very position of ‘Mazoon’ to try and
discredit the veracity of Syedna Burhanuddin’s RA Mazoon and
Mansoos, that the position of Mazoon is one of the 14 Hudood
which are signified in the Shabbaraat washeq, alongside the Dai.
This is but one example in which the position of the Mazoon is
established as among the Hudood who lead to the Oneness of the
Almighty and the straight path. A position that we have been recognizing in the Misaaq for hundreds of years and been acknowledging through so many of our actions in ‘ibaadat, such as the
15th raat washeq. Those who did not accept Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mazoon in his lifetime have gone astray. Those who do not
believe Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mazoon after his wafaat, are truly
misguided. The praying of the thum washeq without recognizing,
believing and trusting the Hudood that its 14 rak’ats signify is
indeed pointless.
Click here to read about the significance and meaning of
15mi raat and Thumm washeq. Maulana Ali SA has said that the
eve of the 15th of Shaban is one of the four most auspicious nights
in the year: eve of the 27th of Rajab (Me’raj ni raat), 15th Shaban
(Shabbaraat), the night of Eid-ul-Fitar and the night of Eid-ul-Adha
(lailatul Qadar is on a different level by itself)…

Allah, bestower of favors (no one bestows favors on you!), full of
majesty and splendor, resplendent with kindness and generosity! There
is no God but you. O support for seekers of sanctuary! O haven for
seekers of refuge! O protector of those who scream for help! O He
answerer of the prayer of the helpless! O helper of the oppressed! O
shelter for seekers of asylum! O most merciful of the merciful!
Allah, if you have written me down in the Mother of the Book
that is with you as a wretch and destitute, erase from me the label of
destitution and wretchedness. And write me down instead as blissful
and wealthy. Allah, if you have written me down in the Mother of the
Book that is with you as deprived, one whose sustenance is slashed,
erase my deprivation and the slashing of my sustenance.
For you have said in your Noble Book, that you revealed to your
Prophet Muhammad, Allah’s blessings on him and his progeny—“Allah
erases what he wills, and writes down what he wills, for the Mother of
the Book is with him” (Quran, Ra’d: 39).
You have also said—and you are the most truthful of speakers—
‘My mercy encompasses all things’ (modified from Quran, A’raf:156).
Encompass me with your mercy, O most merciful of the merciful!
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News & Events

Syedna Qutbuddin RA Chehlum & Shehzada Aziz bhaisaheb Speech Video, Highlights and Photos
Syedna Fakhruddin presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis
and recited Sadaqallah every night until Chehlum. On 4mi raat of
Shabaan (9th May, Monday), the Chehlum night of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, his successor Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
led Maghrib Isha Namaaz in Darus Sakina. After Namaaz Syedna
Fakhruddin presided over Khatmul Quran and Sadaqallah Majlis in
the saya of Syedna Qutbuddin’s roza.
Last week we presented the video of Shz Dr Aziz Bhaisaheb’s heart rending speech, in which he recalled and recollected
Syedna Qutbuddin’s countless blessings. He narrated the events
surrounding Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat, and did zikr of the shaan
of Syedna Qutbuddin’s successor, Syedna Fakhruddin. Through
his numerous accounts of shukr and sabr, Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb’s
speech caused each Mumin’s eyes to be filled with tears and uplifted their souls by sharing memories of Syedna Qutbuddin.
Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb began his speech by quoting a verse
from Syedna Fakhruddin’s qasida, and he said that the rains of
divine barakaat pour down on Syedna Qutbuddin’s qabr mubarak.
He then quoted the ayat, “remember God, as you remember your
father – if not more (Surat al-Baqara: 200)…”

Click here to read the full summary of the speech and to view
photos of the majlis.
Click here to view the full video of Shz Aziz Bhaisaheb’s speech.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

News & Events
Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna
TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected
Video Clips presented with English
translation - subtitles
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

Publications
Syedna Hafti for Syedna Qutbuddin’s
RA Ziarat
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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